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Car Glass Repair
The carglassshop is located in a nice flat to approximately the year heating system and the
current was completely renewed by the owner.
The two Hall was repainted and equipped with a new gate.
The building has space for 3 lifts and car parking spaces in total 5 2 halls,
furthermore has to rent the property with sufficient space (1500 m² including 500 m²
exhibition cars).
There are three other rooms, used as a kitchen, office, reception or sidings /
Storage area and a sanitary area.
The boiler room, which is located in the pellet, provides additional space for parking /
storage area.

The workshop is equipped with the inventory (negotiable transfer fee).
The company was founded in 1998 in Dessau, since  she has worked successfully in -
Mitte. Service industry: car glass tinting and since  + rental & sales of trailers. The
customer base currently stands at 1400
The workshop will be rented with business acquisition (negotiable transfer fee)

In -Mitte, the district Reudnitz-Thonberg located, with the car you are just minutes from
downtown. A good transport links with tram and bus is available.
The auto glass shop is located directly on the B2, therefore it is a densely trafficked road
which makes a very effective application of the business and easily accessible customer
access possible.

On request, we will assist you with further information on property owners and happy to
help
An inspection can occur at any time with prior arrangement.
All information on the object based on information and information from the owner. For the
accuracy and completeness, we assume no liability. Are subject to change. Photos,
graphics and texts are copyrighted by the company. The area definitions are set here with
the utmost care, but not raise the claim to exclusive validity and are binding only provided
for informational purposes only. Please note our right.
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